Beyond the Scale with Biological BMI: Integrated Multiomic Measures of Metabolic Health

Summary

Obesity is a condition characterized by abnormal or excessive fat accumulation and is a risk factor for multiple chronic diseases. While obesity is primarily diagnosed using body mass index (BMI) cutoffs, it is known that BMI misclassifies ~30% of individuals. With recent advancements in omics technology, blood multiomic profile has emerged as a valuable source of information relevant to a wide range of human health and disease states.

We have recently developed machine learning models to predict BMI from blood multiomics (metabolomics, proteomics, and clinical laboratory tests) data, mainly using a deeply phenotyped cohort of 1,277 individuals enrolled in a wellness program. While retaining the clinical utility of BMI as a summative measure, the omics-inferred BMI (biological BMI) captured heterogenous phenotypic states of host metabolism and gut microbiome composition better than actual BMI. Moreover, longitudinal analyses revealed that the metabolomics-inferred BMI exhibited a stronger (and/or earlier) response to healthy lifestyle coaching compared to BMI, while the proteomics-inferred BMI showed a weaker (and/or delayed) response.

Our findings highlight the usefulness of blood multiomic profiling in characterizing metabolic health. Owing to the high interpretability and intuitiveness, biological BMI holds great promise for future applications in predictive and preventive medicine, particularly against obesity.
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